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Scientific background
There is currently a great interest for the synthesis of novel hydrides, driven by their potential
applications for hydrogen and energy storage and by their possible high-temperature
superconductivity. BeH2 is part of these promising hydrides and the application of pressure
is a way to tune its properties. However experimental studies on crystalline BeH2 under
pressure are non-existent because its synthesis is very challenging. Moreover theoretical do
not agree on the high pressure behavior of this compound 1,2,3, calling for a detailled
experimental study of BeH2.
Experimental technique
Pristine beryllium powder has been loaded in the high pressure chamber of diamonds anvil
cells with hydrogen as pressure medium and heated at several pressures using two differents
methods: (i) using an external heater at low pressure (~2-5 GPa) and (ii) heating the sample
unsing a YAG-laser at higher pressures (5 GPa and 80 GPa). The conditions reached in 5
experimental runs are summarized in table 1. X-Ray diffraction characterization was
performed in situ with wavelength λ=0.415Å. Diamond anvils were thermally insulated using
KCl or c-BN grains. Pure crystalline BeH2 was succesfully synthesized in every run.
Run
THT5
CDMX21
CDMX23
CDMX18

Anvil culet
size (µm)
300
300
300
70*300

Heating

P
range Comment
(GPa)
External heater
2.4 to 40
External heater
5 to 45
YAG-laser
15 to 45
Laser heated at 15 GPa
YAG-laser acting 82 to 102
Laser heated at 80 GPa.
Weak diffraction signal.

CDMX22

100*300

YAG-laser

75- nan

Sample lost due to a quick
pressure variation

Table 1 - Experimental conditions for HC-1074
Results
- At low pressure the known ambient-pressure Ibam phase of BeH2 forms (fig. 1a),
along with another phase. Structural determination of this second phase is undergoing.
- Above 30 GPa the Ibam phase seems to dissociate into the elements.
- This very exciting observation needs to be reproduced in independent experimental
runs; the electronic properties of these materials will be characterized with infrared
spectroscopy which will complement the structural information provided by X-ray
diffraction.
- At 82 GPa the predicted2,3 P-3m1 structure is synthesized (fig. 1b).

Figure 1: structures of BeH2 obtained under pressure. A) Ibam phase B) P-3m1 phase
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